
Esplanade Process Art Birthday Party Menu
Process art is about the joy found in the making and the doing, rather than focussed on a specific finished product.

Ready to celebrate, create and have tons of fun? Your choice of two exciting
activities will be available for each guest. The instructor will introduce each art
activity to the group, giving a brief introduction to the projects and materials. The
supportive adults in the room will assist the children by passing out material trays
and helping children rotate through the activities. Children will be seated
individually, and spaced according to current safety requirements. The instructor
moves throughout the room providing support and lots of encouragement.

These activities are designed to be open ended, with each child creating
something unique and  personalized. Sensory Experiences are engaging, exciting
activities full of fun exploration and experimentation, but do not have a take-home
product. Invitations to Create all provide a finished art project ready to go home at
the end of the party.

Please choose two activities from the activity descriptions listed below.
Consider choosing one activity from each section.

Sensory Experiences
Fizzing Colour Experiments
Amazing Ice
Rainbow Foam Toy Wash

Invitations to Create
Draw and Paint Watercolour Art
Party Crown Collage
Mini Watercolor Paintings

Colouring pages and felt markers will be available  on the tables when participants
arrive.

Many activities have the potential to get messy and some materials used may
stain clothing. While art aprons are provided, please advise party guests to Dress
for Mess!
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Fizzing Colour Experiments - Sensory Experience

This is a favourite, consistently engaging activity for all ages. It is a rainbow of
fizzing colour and the room echoes with oooh’s and ahhh’s and excitement. The
best thing about Colour Experiments is there aren’t any rules or steps. Tools and
materials are set out to explore and discover. The primary colours provide for a
rainbow of colour mixing discovery, while vinegar and baking soda add an element
of scientific surprise. These materials make for some interesting, and sometimes
beautiful, discoveries. Children can squeeze, pour, mix, scoop and measure.
Being an art scientist is so much fun!

Materials:
● Dishes of vinegar dyed red,

yellow and blue for colour
mixing and play

● Bowls of baking soda

● A variety of tools for
experimentation including eye
droppers, plastic syringes,
spoons and scoops

● Compartmentalized containers
and trays
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Amazing Ice - Sensory Experience

This activity is always a huge hit during sensory art classes! Such pretty things
happen when you add bright, vibrant colours, beautiful shimmers and gorgeous
glitters to various ice configurations. The addition of salt creates exciting patterns
and textures on the ice, while the wide variety of tools keeps small hands very
busy grasping, scooping, squeezing, pouring, sprinkling and shaking up magical
potions. This icey, sparkly sensory experience is sure to delight the inner unicorn
in all of us.

Materials:
● Dishes of brightly coloured water in your child’s chosen colours

(please include child’s favourite colour in response email)
● Shakers of glitter and shimmer to make the ice truly amazing
● Bins of ice cubes and blocks of ice
● Compartmentalized trays and dishes
● Salt in bowls with spoons for sprinkling and melting ice
● Tools including eye droppers, turkey basters, plastic syringes, scoops, and

tongs
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Rainbow Foam Car Wash- Sensory Experience

This fun sensory invitation to play involves trays of soft, soapy foam, the endless
discovery of colour mixing, getting toys dirty and using bins of water to wash them
again and again.  Foam becomes colourful as toys travel in, around and through
the clouds of fluffy, slippery, soapy goodness mixed with different paint
combinations of primary colours.  Scooping, grasping, stirring, driving, washing,
rinshing, scrubbing and drying provide for lots of busy discovery and sensory
excitement.

Materials
● trays of rainbow shaving foam
● toys and cars
● tongs and spoons
● bins of water and sponges
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Party Crown Collage - Invitation to Create

A pretty, wearable paper crown template is provided along with trays of sparkly
collage material including jewels, gems, glitter stars, foil shapes, washi tape,
tissue paper and streamers. Artists will design and create by snipping, ripping,
sticking, arranging and glueing materials. These pieces of wearable art make for
some pretty spectacular party photos.

Materials
● Variety of colours and styles of paper crown templates
● Glue and scissors
● Jewels, jems and other shiny, sparkly collage material
● Washi tape, sequins and streamers
● Staplers for final crown assembly to be operated by adults
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Mini Watercolour Paintings (with washi tape and stickers- no
photos of actual project available) - Invitation to Create

These abstract mini watercolour masterpieces are so much fun! By working small,
participants get to make several different pieces of art, and are free to experiment
with different colours, mark making and blending techniques. Tape can be used to
make a frame around the paper prior to painting, or to create various lines and
patterns. These can look amazing! Participants will rip, snip and stick the tape,and
swirl and wiggle and dip with paint brushes across the pages.

Materials
Stack of small watercolour
papers
Watercolour palette
Washi tape and painters tape
Variety of stickers
Small paintbrush
Scissors
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Draw and Paint Watercolour Paintings - Invitation to Create

Participants are invited to create one larger, unique, individualized art piece
featuring anything the artist is inspired to draw and paint. Examples of different
lines and patterns, rulers and various stencils will also be available for tracing.
Artists will draw with permanent markers, then add a lovely layer of watercolour
paint. **Sharpie markers are optional, and can be substituted for oil pastel or wax
crayon for younger artists.

Materials
Larger piece watercolour paper
Palette watercolor paint
Spray Bottle of water
Variety of paint brushes
Oil pastels or permanent markers
Circle tracers and rulers
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